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Abstract—This paper summarizes the SmartNets research

group's work on QoS in ad-hoc networks. It describes the

major lessons learned, the remaining open questions, and further

research directions. Our work focuses on four major areas: Media

Access Control (MAC) protocols, models for capacity estimation,

routing protocols, and clustering. Our work in MAC protocols

includes work on a novel "impatient" backoff algorithm that

enhances fairness between contending nodes, as well as work on

a multi-channel MAC protocol that improves throughput. We are

motivated to study capacity estimation models because many QoS

routing algorithms require some methodology for determining

how much capacity is available on the different paths of an ad-

hoc network. This work has led to a clique based algorithm

for residual capacity estimation that can be implemented in a

distributed fashion, and that requires a manageable amount of

computation. Our work in QoS routing includes routing schemes

that maintain network state information, use that state as an

input to our clique capacity model, and then use the capacity

estimates to guide admission and routing decisions. We also look

at more practical QoS schemes that make use of information

from both real-time measurements, as well as from maintained

state information. The scalability of QoS routing schemes can

be improved by dynamically clustering the ad-hoc network

into clusters, and having each node maintain detailed state

information about its local cluster only, while perhaps keeping

some limited global state information. Our work in clustering

includes the development of a novel clustering algorithm that

adapts to node mobility.

Keywords: Ad-Hoc Networks, Quality of Service, Routing,
Scheduling, Clustering, Interference.

I. INTRODUCTION

The wide prevalence of networked wireless devices are
moving us towards an era of ubiquitous wireless ad-hoc net-

works. We can expect in the coming years to see applications
like voice and video to be carried over wireless networks.

This makes it important to design algorithms to offer Quality
of Service (QoS) over ad-hoc networks.

The SmartNets research group has approached the problem
from the viewpoints of modelling, algorithms and simulation.

We have come up with novel solutions to many related
problems, but have also encountered pitfalls. Above all, we
learnt several lessons along the way in dealing with ad-hoc

networks.

In ad-hoc networks, the term 'QoS' is in itself a tricky
concept, since the varying nature of the underlying network
makes it difficult to provide any form of guaranteed quality.

Our primary focus was towards constant bit rate (CBR) flows
like audio and video. We looked at bandwidth requirements
and attempted to provide solutions that strive to satisfy those
requirements.

This white paper is an attempt to accumulate our various
results and to present the overall lessons that we have learnt
from this exercise. We realized that QoS in ad-hoc networks
is a difficult goal to achieve and that it requires suitable
co-operation between various layers of the ad-hoc protocols.
Further, there is a wide range of applications and network
conditions – implying that a single solution is unlikely to
satisfy these varied requirements.

We do not propose a single global architecture that is
supposed to solve all the problems! Instead, we suggest likely
solutions to many of the related problems. In fact, we propose
competing solutions to some of the open problems (e.g. QoS
routing for multi-hop flows), and discuss situations when each
of these would be required.

We also discuss some of the outstanding issues relevant
to this problem – areas that have not been the focus of our
efforts. We hope that this will encourage others to tackle
these problems, many of which lie begging for interesting
approaches towards their solution.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we pro-
vide an overview of the various ideas we studied, and their
usefulness and caveats. In the next four sections (Sections III-
VI), we present our schemes and results. In order to properly
acknowledge previous work, we have split the related works
section into several subsections in each one of the topics
covered. Finally we present our conclusions on this topic
(Section VII) and a listing of some of the open research issues
(Section VIII).

II. OVERVIEW

In wired networks bandwidth requirements are per-link con-
straints – the traffic carried by a link must be less than or equal
to its capacity. On the other hand, traffic on an wireless link
interferes with neighboring links, significantly reducing the
capacity of ad-hoc networks. Providing bandwidth-guaranteed
service in ad-hoc networks therefore requires consideration of
the underlying interference model.

As in [11] and [18], we make use of a "conflict graph" to
model the interference relationships between the different
links of a network. Every link in the connectivity graph \(G = (V,E)\) is represented by a node in the conflict graph \(CG = \)
(\(V^C, E^C\)). Two nodes in \(OG\) are connected by an edge if the nodes correspond to links in \(G\) that interfere. In Fig. 1, we show an example of a connectivity graph in which the interference between links is marked using dotted lines. The corresponding conflict graph is shown on the right.

We studied various aspects of providing QoS in ad-hoc networks, looking at the different layers of protocols and how they interact. An overview of the areas that we studied is shown in Figure 2. In particular we looked at media access control and scheduling mechanisms, algorithms for evaluating the current capacity in the network, and routing algorithms.

We first looked at how the nodes in an ad-hoc network are organized. The nodes can be in a flat network topology or in some form of hierarchical topology. Due to the localized nature of ad-hoc networks, it seems logical to conform nodes into clusters that limit the propagation of state information and simplify routing mechanisms. Clustering has the most impact on the choice of routing algorithms, because clustering enables hierarchical routing. This is why we choose to group clustering under the routing heading in Figure 2. However, by simply limiting the amount of inter-cluster knowledge, we do not eliminate the interaction (e.g. interference) between clusters – the effect of this interaction needs to be accounted for in other layers of the protocol besides routing.

The next area of focus is the available capacity in the ad-hoc network. This is another major heading in Figure 2. Given a set of flows in the network, with their bandwidth requirements, we want to determine whether the network can support these flows given the conflict graph. Further, we want to evaluate the remaining capacity in the network that may be used by future flows. We propose to perform this evaluation in a distributed and localized fashion using constraints based on clique structures in the conflict graph.

Unfortunately, the theoretical capacity estimation framework suffers from two practical problems. First, it assumes complete and accurate knowledge of all interference neighbors of a node – this may be difficult to achieve in practice. Second, it only proves the existence of a feasible schedule to support the flows in the network, but does not provide the means to achieve it. In fact, distributed scheduling mechanisms like 802.11b are seen to be quite far from the optimally feasible schedule.

However, even with less than complete knowledge, the capacity estimation framework is useful in estimating the available capacity in various parts of the network. This can in turn be utilized to determine QoS routes through the network. In this context, we study several ideas that incorporate ad-hoc constraints in QoS routing.

Routing is the next major heading area of Figure 2. In a strictly hierarchical topology, we propose a cluster-based routing algorithm that divides the routing between inter and intra-cluster segments, thereby benefiting from limited routing tables. Within each cluster, a distributed ad-hoc shortest widest path routing is seen to provide enhanced performance. In ad-hoc networks, it pays to consider multiple distributed algorithms to select the optimal paths – and Interference-aware QoS Routing (IQRouting) chooses one out of several candidate paths. Finally, in the absence of a joint routing-scheduling mechanism, we realize that measurement is the best indicator of actual scheduling policies. Thereby, we incorporate measurements into our routing algorithms, in order to properly reflect the current status of the network.

Scheduling/Media Access Control is the last major focus area illustrated in Figure 2. We consider scheduling schemes that are executed independently of routing. While a joint routing-scheduling mechanism would in fact be more optimal, MAC chips typically work in a wide range of devices and do not have the flexibility that would be required for such a mechanism.

So the routing schemes are only best guesses at the QoS route since only a suitable scheduling can truly guarantee quality through the network. In this regard, we consider distributed scheduling mechanisms like iterative longest-queue first, that might achieve stability in an ad-hoc network. We also observe that 802.11 MAC is unfair towards nodes with many neighbors. To address this issue, we propose a novel backoff mechanism that improves fairness in an ad-hoc network spanning multiple interference domains. Finally, we extend our scope of research to multi-channel MACs and discuss how multi-channel contention resolution can lead to improved throughput.

While we have gained insights into several aspects of QoS in ad-hoc networks, the problem space is large enough to warrant much further research. In Section VIII, we attempt to provide a sample of some of these open issues.

III. CLUSTERING

In wired networks, introducing a hierarchy allows for the simplification of routing tables and limits the propagation of changes. Wireless networks experience similar benefits; furthermore, in wireless networks adding structure helps decouple the effects of interference, thereby simplifying the accounting of resources.

Ideally, we would like to assume that constraints in separate clusters are independent: whether a cluster can accommodate a flow is independent of the neighboring clusters. This approximation makes how we cluster important. Specifically, we would like nodes in the same cluster to share common constraints, while minimizing the correlation of constraints across clusters.
A. Clustering Algorithms

Numerous clustering algorithms for mobile ad-hoc wireless networks exist in the literature. The most common are variants of K-hop clustering, where every node within a cluster is at most K-hops away from a given node.

Distributed algorithms exist for $K = 1$ ([45]) and $K = 2$ ([44] [47] [48]). These algorithms elect cluster leaders based on some metric (lowest node ID, highest degree of connectivity) and form the cluster by adding neighbors of those leaders. For larger K, [46] requires more centralization of information and computation. These algorithms find a good clustering given a network.

We strive to find the optimal clustering when the network is stable; in this context "stable" meaning that links are not breaking frequently. Any K-hop cluster's constraint must be met by every node within the cluster, however this may not be the bottleneck constraint. In an ideal clustering, we wish to expose the bottleneck constraints as the cluster's constraints. We should choose leader nodes in dense areas and draw cluster boundaries at sparse areas of the network. Under mobility, we use a good clustering but try to refine this clustering when the network is stable.

In our clustering algorithm, each node maintains two types of clustering: prospective and actual. The following distributed algorithm computes the prospective clustering. A leader node is associated with each prospective cluster. Initially, every node starts as its own prospective cluster and as the leader of that cluster.

This algorithm works for any objective that can be locally determined. For example, suppose our objective is to form clusters near size $n$ while minimizing the resulting number of inter-cluster links. We choose the target cluster size $n$ to reflect the expected size of the natural clusters. Or if one does not have such prior knowledge, we choose $n$ to be the square root of the total number of nodes in order to minimize the total size of the routing tables.

At fixed intervals, all nodes broadcast a vector of information, (node ID, cluster ID, path to the leader, number of nodes in cluster), to their one-hop neighbors and send a hello message to the leader node of its cluster. By counting the hello messages, the leader determines the current size of the cluster.
A node updates this size from a neighbor in the same cluster with the shortest path to the leader. If no such neighbor exists, the field is set to infinity.

Nodes dynamically update their cluster ID based on their neighbors’ broadcast. After waiting for a random period of time, each node decides whether to update its cluster ID with probability $P_{\text{switch}}$. $P_{\text{switch}}$ is lower when the number of nodes in a cluster is near $n$. The updated cluster ID of a node is a random variable that takes on values from the set of cluster IDs of neighboring nodes and a new cluster ID. The value is chosen in a way that favors the more popular IDs and better cluster sizes.

The prospective clustering may vary frequently and take on suboptimal clustering configurations. However, this behavior is necessary to discover better clustering configurations. We define an actual clustering that is updated from the prospective clustering at a slower rate. The actual clustering is more stable and is used by the channel allocation and the routing modules.

### B. Cluster Based Routing

Mobility causes changes to cluster membership and cluster locations. Clusters localize information so within a cluster routing tables adapt quickly to the changes. However between clusters, information regarding changes requires time to propagate. Furthermore, updating changes in far-away clusters may be unnecessary. Fish-eye ideas in [49] suggest updating local clusters more frequently than far-away clusters.

Under fish-eye updates, each cluster has a view of the cluster-level topology of the network. This view contains more accurate information about nearby clusters. Hence we suggest that inter-cluster routing operates on a per cluster basis. A cluster computes a route using its view of the network of clusters. Using the computed route, the cluster forwards the route request to the next hop cluster. This process repeats until the destination cluster is reached or there are no paths available. In even that there is no path available, the request backtracks and tries again. Recomputing routes at each cluster leverages the current information close to the cluster.

### IV. CAPACITY ESTIMATION

#### A. Related Work

Many researchers have looked at modelling the capacity of ad-hoc networks. In [25], Gupta and Kumar study how the capacity of an ad-hoc network scales asymptotically with the number of nodes in the network. The authors show that the maximum capacity is $\Theta(1/\sqrt{n})$ per node, assuming optimal node placement in a disk of unit area. They also show that under random node placement, the capacity is $\Theta(1/\sqrt{\log n})$.

Other researchers have extended the work of [25] by considering the effects of node mobility [26], and throughput-delay trade-offs [27].

Li, Blake, et. al. analyze the capacity of specific network topologies, and run packet level simulations of both the specific topologies and of random graphs [28]. Luo, Lu, and Bhargavan [11] as well as Jain et. al. [18] study the problem of finding rate constraints on a set of flows in an ad-hoc network, modelling what would be possible if there were a global scheduler. Both works model the interference between links in an ad-hoc network using conflict graphs and find capacity constraints by finding the independent sets of the conflict graph. In [29], Kodialam and Nandagopal model the routing and scheduling of flows in an ad-hoc network as a graph edge coloring problem, and find necessary conditions for the achievability of a rate vector. However, this model only considers conflicts between links incident at the same node, and does not take into account interference due to all other neighboring links.

#### B. Row Constraints

We begin by describing one set of sufficient conditions for a set of flow rates to be feasible. We represent a set of flow rates as the column vector $F_i$ of size $n$, where $n$ is the number of links in the network and $F_i$ is the flow rate assigned to link $i$. We also make use of a conflict graph incidence matrix $M$ defined as follows:

$$M_{jk} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if links } j \text{ and } k \text{ are connected by an edge} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

**Theorem 1** [17] A set of flow rate assignments $F$ has a feasible schedule if

$$MF \leq C.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $C$ is a column vector of size $n$ with all entries equal to the channel capacity $C_i$. We refer to expression (1) as the "row constraints" because each row of the conflict graph matrix $M$ is used to construct a linear inequality on the values of $F_1, F_2, \ldots, F_n$.

The row constraints may be evaluated in a localized and distributed manner by evaluating

$$MF^i \leq C^i, \forall i,$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $F^i$ and $C^i$ are the flow vector and capacity vector representing only the neighbors of link $i$. Each CG-node only needs local information from all its neighbors to check the validity of these constraints.

While the row constraints are sufficient, they are not necessary. For example, the row constraints in Fig. 3 imply that

$$F_A + F_B + F_C + F_D + F_X \leq C.$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

However, expression (3) is much stronger than what is necessary to be feasible. For example, one could achieve the rates $F_A = F_B = F_C = F_D = 0$ if CG-node $X$ is
switched off. Yet, if we used expression (3) as our guide (with \( F_X = 0 \)), we would have to set all the rates to \( C/4 \).

In theory, the row constrained solution could be arbitrarily far from optimal. Hence we are motivated to develop a different set of constraints using cliques. We describe the method in the next section.

C. Clique Constraints

We begin with a few definitions well-known in graph theory. An induced subgraph that is a complete graph is called a clique. A maximal clique of a graph is a clique such that it is not contained in any other clique. The links in a clique cannot transmit together since they conflict. Accordingly, the sum of the rates of the links in each maximal clique cannot exceed the capacity of the channel; these conditions are the clique constraints.

Assume that each CG-node (i.e., link in the connectivity graph) is aware of all the maximal cliques that it belongs to. This information may be described by an incidence matrix \( Q_i \), where

\[
Q_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if links } i \text{ and } k \in \text{clique } j \\
0, & \text{if links } i \text{ or } k \notin \text{clique } j 
\end{cases}
\]

Since a network must satisfy the capacity constraints for all cliques, we can write the clique constraints in a matrix form. As in Section IV-B, \( F \) designates the flow vector and \( C \) the capacity vector. Hence we have,

\[
Q F \leq C.
\]

(4)

The clique constraints provide a necessary condition for a realizable schedule to exist. One might hope that these constraints would also be sufficient. Unfortunately, that is only true for a special sub-class of graphs called Perfect Graphs [34]. Perfect graphs are those whose chromatic number and clique number (size of the largest clique) are equal for all induced subgraphs.

As noted in [18], the simplest example of an imperfect graph where the clique constraints are insufficient is the conflict graph shaped like a pentagon, as seen in Fig. 4. Although the clique constraints suggest a valid flow allocation of 0.5\( C \) on each link, in reality only 0.4\( C \) on each link is achievable since at most two out of the five CG-nodes may be active simultaneously.

By modelling a link by its mid-point (Section II), and assuming the interference range is the same for all links, we can approximate the resulting CG by a unit disk graph (UDG) [20]. By definition, a unit disk graph is such that there is an edge between two nodes if and only if their Euclidean distance is at most 1 (or a constant value \( \omega \)). We then use properties of UDG to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2: [17] When the conflict graph is modelled as a UDG, a set of flow rate assignments \( F \) has a feasible schedule if

\[
Q F \leq C \times 0.46.
\]

It is worth noting that the clique constraints may be evaluated in a distributed fashion by checking

\[
Q^i F^i \leq C^i \times 0.46, \forall i,
\]

(6)

where \( F^i \) and \( C^i \) are the flow vector and capacity vector as known to link \( i \).

A link typically belongs to many maximal cliques in the network. Then, link \( i \)'s available bandwidth \( \Gamma_i \) is defined as the minimum slack over all clique constraints that this link belongs to, i.e.,

\[
\Gamma_i = \min_{j} \{0.46 \times C - \sum_{k \in \text{clique } j} Q_{jk}\},
\]

(7)

where \( Q_{j} \) is the \( j \)th clique in the network, and \( C \) is the capacity on each link.

D. Clique Constraints in Non-UDG Networks

Typically, interference regions in a real ad-hoc network are not shaped like perfect disks, due to the presence of obstructions. In such situations, the underlying CG may not be a UDG. One solution to this situation is to construct what we call a "virtual" conflict graph, where links that lie within an interference range of each other are always modelled as conflicting, even if in reality an obstacle prevents the links from interfering each other. Using the virtual-CG we may state and prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3: [17] A set of flow rate assignments \( F \) has a feasible schedule if

\[
Q F \leq C \times 0.46.
\]

(8)

where \( Q_j \) is the clique incidence matrix of the virtual-CG, as defined above. This is valid even if the "true" CG is not UDG.

At other times, the interference region may not be shaped like a perfect disk, but be uneven near the edges, due to fading effects. Such an interference region may be modelled as being bounded between two disks. Two CG-nodes cannot interfere if their distance exceeds 1, and two CG-nodes will always interfere if their distance is less than \( x \) where \( x \leq 1 \). For such networks, we have the following result.

Theorem 4: [17] When the interference range \( \omega \) in a CG varies between \( x \) and 1 for \( x \in (0.5, 1) \), a set of flow rate assignments \( F \) has a feasible schedule if

\[
Q F \leq C \times \frac{z}{1 + z} \text{ where } z = \sqrt{x^2 - \left(\frac{1}{2}\right)^2}.
\]

(9)
E. Computing Cliques

For our purposes, we would like to compute maximal cliques in a computationally simple, distributed and localized manner. General algorithms to generate cliques in a graph (e.g. [31], [32], [33]) are centralized in nature. Also, these are exponential algorithms since the number of maximal cliques in a graph (even in a UDG) is exponential. So we aim for a polynomial approximation algorithm.

The essence of the approximation is to use ‘super-maximal’ cliques. When the number of cliques grows large, the approximation algorithm generates the union of several nearby cliques as the super-maximal clique. By using approximate cliques, the constraints are only strengthened further as multiple individual constraints are replaced by their union. Thus, the sufficiency of the approximated clique constraints implies the sufficiency of the actual set of clique constraints.

The heuristic algorithm described in [16] distributedly approximates all maximal cliques that a CG-node belongs to. It recognizes two key features about the geographic nature of ad-hoc networks. First, two CG-nodes that are part of a clique must be within an interference radius \( \omega \) of each other. Second, if a group of CG-nodes form a clique, then the maximum distance between any pair of them must be \( \omega \).

The heuristic approximation uses a small disk of diameter \( \omega \) (i.e. \( \text{radius} = \omega / 2 \)) to scan a larger disk of radius \( \omega \) around a CG-node. Each position of the scanning disk generates a clique. The generated set of cliques is then shrunk to generate the approximate set of maximal cliques around the link.

V. ROUTING

Many prevalent QoS routing algorithms are based on shortest path techniques [1]. However, shortest paths often pass through the middle of the network – so these links are the first to run out of capacity. In an ad-hoc network where each path interferes with multiple links in its vicinity, the effect is greatly amplified. Consequently, QoS routing algorithms using shortest path tend to have low admission ratios.

QoS routing can also be achieved by computing the widest paths for flow requests, following the shortest widest path [2] or widest shortest path [3] algorithms from the wired domain. However, these distributed techniques encounter a problem in ad-hoc networks, due to the failure of Bellman’s Principle of Optimality [4] that states the following: If an optimal path from node X to node Y passes through Z, it must also be the optimal path from X to Z and from Z to Y. A failure of this principle implies that distributed algorithms cannot find optimal paths in ad-hoc networks.

Fig. 1(a) illustrates an ad-hoc network where we attempt to find the widest paths and encounter a failure of the principle of optimality. We show the links in the ad-hoc network using solid lines and indicate the interference between links using dotted lines. Let the channel capacity be \( C \). The widest path (with capacity \( C \)) from node 1 to node 3 is 1-3. But the maximum capacity \( C/2 \) from node 1 to node 5 is achieved by path 1-2-3-4-5. The shorter path 1-3-4-5 can at most achieve \( C/3 \) since its three links \( A, D \) and \( E \) all interfere with each other.

Moreover, notice that widest-path routing balances the traffic loads by taking longer paths, thereby taking up more network resources. In the long run, these paths can end up blocking future flow requests. Research on Ad-hoc Shortest Widest Path (ASWP) algorithm [5] demonstrates that long term admission ratio doesn’t always gain from taking the more optimal (e.g. wider), but longer paths. Efficient QoS routing algorithms need to balance the path width and path length.

A. Related Work

The problem of QoS routing in ad-hoc networks has intrigued researchers for some time now, and several solutions have been suggested to guarantee end-to-end quality for flows. The initial solutions considered the bandwidth on an ad-hoc link individually and attempted to find paths that satisfied the quality requirements (e.g. [7] and [8]). Such solutions did not consider the interference between neighboring links, or between multiple hops of the same flow.

One way to effectively provide QoS guarantees for a flow is to settle on a TDM/CDM scheme that chooses the exact time slots to be used by a flow along each link. This approach was proposed in [9], and extended in [10]. The authors of [11] also proposed a way to achieve fair and maximum allocation of the shared wireless channel bandwidth. More recently, [12] and [13] have proposed other algorithms to determine the exact schedule of slots for a flow through the network.

Our work does not assume any TDM/CDM scheme available in the network and considers only the bandwidth requirement on the flows. A similar bandwidth based approach is suggested in [14], which considers the interference between neighboring links, as also the interference between multiple hops on the same flow. The AQOR protocol [15] also maintains neighbor information to incorporate interference and broadcasts the route request. By utilizing the neighborhood bandwidth information for the new flow, feasible paths are detected; the final choice is made at the destination.

B. ASWP

The goal of ASWP is to compute the widest path between the given source and destination nodes. If there are multiple paths with the same largest width, the algorithm chooses the shortest one among them. A flow request is admitted if the path width is larger than the bandwidth requirement. The definition of path width is based on the clique constraints. Specifically, the path width is the minimum residual capacity over all the cliques that the path passes through. Path length is measured by hop-count.

ASWP is designed to be a distributed algorithm. Each node maintains a table containing records for all the destination nodes in the network. A record includes the destination node, the complete path to that node, the path width, and the path length. The record is sent to a neighbor node in an update message, extending the recorded path by one hop. Upon receiving the update message, the neighbor node evaluates the width and length of the extended path and compares it with the metrics in its records. If the new path is better, the node replaces the record and sends a new update message.
The cliques are computed distributedly according to the method in Section IV-E. As a result, each node obtains the information of all the local cliques, i.e., the cliques that the local links belong to.

The key step is to compute the path width of the extended path. Fortunately this can be done with local cliques information, assuring the distributed nature of ASWP. The idea is as follows. For a one-hop extension of the path, the bottleneck clique either remains unchanged or is a clique that the extending link belongs to. In the former case, we know the path width from the record in the update message. In the latter case, we can compute the path width from the clique constraints locally since only local cliques are involved in the constraints.

The ASWP algorithm is polynomial, but finds only approximate solution because of the failure of Principle of Optimality which shows that a sub-optimal path may extend to be optimal, as we saw at the beginning of this section. Consequently, it is preferable to record more then the most promising path for each destination. This leads to a k-ASWP algorithm where each node records the k widest paths with ties broken in favor of the shortest. k-ASWP increases the likelihood of finding the optimal solution at the cost of more update messages and computations. We suggest small k values of 2 or 4 to trade off the optimality and complexity.

C. IQRouting

The essence of Interference-aware QoS Routing (IQRouting) lies in recognizing that a single distributed algorithm may not find the best path, as described above. Consequently, we compute several "candidate paths" and choose the best amongst them. This is admittedly a heuristic, but simulations demonstrate significant improvements in admission ratio (up to 30%) over other routing algorithms.

A flow request includes the source, destination, and bandwidth requirement. IQRouting is executed at the source node based on the local view of the network topology and available bandwidth. The candidate paths are the best paths computed by a number of source-routing algorithms. All of these algorithms are polynomial and lightweight, hence the total computational complexity is manageable.

IQRouting uses the following candidate paths:

- Widest Shortest Path (WSP). Choose the shortest path. If multiple choices, pick the widest path. Same as [3].
- WSP Complement (WSPC). Remove all links used by WSP, and select the WSP in the remaining graph.
- Shortest Feasible Path (SFP). Assume an interference model as the feasibility criterion and choose the shortest feasible path.
- OSPF-like Weighted Path Cost (OSPF): Akin to the OSPF [21] algorithm, assign a cost to each link and choose the path with the least total cost.
- Shortest Widest Path (SWP). Look for the widest path available. If multiple choices, pick the shortest.

Some of the above paths may be the same, in which case we have fewer than five candidates.

Once the candidate paths are chosen, we send out a flow setup packet along each path, the entire path being included in the setup packet. Admission control is carried out distributedly at each hop in the path, by evaluating the clique constraints.

To check if the flow is admissible, each node on the path π checks its updated clique constraints, by including the new flow. Let $\Gamma'_j$ be link $i$'s slack on clique $Q_j$. Then, for each link $i \in \pi$, we need to ensure

$$\sum_{k \in Q_j \cap \pi} \beta \leq \Gamma'_j, \forall j \text{ s.t. } i \in Q_j.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

In addition to admission control, the nodes on the path are also required to carry out a distributed comparison of the path metric. For each link $i$ on the path, the node needs to evaluate $\Gamma'^i_{new} = \min_{j \text{ s.t. } i \in Q_j} \left( \Gamma'_j - \sum_{k \in Q_j \cap \pi} \beta \right)$. This new value of $\Gamma'^i$ is used to compare amongst the various candidate paths being probed.

We propose two flavors of IQRouting – IQR-Width (IQRW) and IQR-Cost (IQR), based on the metric of comparison. IQR-Width chooses the candidate path with the largest width, where width of path $\pi$ is given by $w_{\pi} = \min_{i \in \pi} \Gamma^i$. And IQR-Cost chooses the candidate path with the minimum cost, where cost of path $\pi$ is given by $c_{\pi} = \sum_{i \in \pi} (e + (C - \Gamma^i))$. Both these metrics can be evaluated distributively, and accumulated as the probe packet proceeds hop by hop along the path.

When multiple probe packets reach the destination, the destination chooses the path which has the best cumulative metric and sends a path confirmation back to the source.

D. Measurement-based Routing

One method to account for available capacity uses clique constraints as described earlier. This method relies on computations of cliques and exchanges of link state messages. However correct computations and exchanges of messages may be impossible if the set of interfering nodes is not connected. In Measurement-based routing we offer an alternative method of estimating network resources based on measurements. Furthermore, in the absence of link state messages to update reservations, there is more spare capacity for traffic.

We use measurements as follows: Each node uses local measurements to obtain an estimate of available capacity in that node's interference domain. Nodes measure the idle time defined to be the time when the node is not transmitting or receiving and the channel is not noisy. Available capacity for the node's links is then lower bounded by the link speed scaled by the fraction of available idle time.

1) Fine-Scaled: One possibility is to use the measurements made per node as an estimate of the available residual capacity at a per link basis. The estimates work in conjunction with any routing algorithm that requires available capacity.

2) Coarse-Scaled: Another possibility is to use the measurements on a clustered network. We partition the network into non-overlapping clusters of nodes that interfere with some leader node. Within a cluster, the leader (e.g. a centrally located node) takes measurements to obtain a lower bound on the available capacity of the cluster. Using any node within the cluster affects the available capacity of the leader. The
leader's estimates of available capacity represents the cluster's available capacity, since it is necessary to satisfy the leader's constraint when sending traffic to any node in the cluster.

Observe that the difference between routes through the same interference domain is negligible since both are limited by a shared capacity constraint. Using shortest path routing at an intra-cluster level is desirable to limit the number of transmissions. At the inter-cluster level, routing chooses amongst paths through less correlated interference domains. Inter-cluster routing occurs with any routing strategy on the network of clusters using representative measurements.

3) Refinements via Trial Flows: We use trial flows to refine our estimates of available capacity. Assume that routes are assigned at the source. Consider constant bit rate flows that require rate $R$. If the flow achieves its desired rate, then we know that there was enough capacity along each cluster. If the flow cannot achieve its desired rate instead it achieves some fraction $\rho$, then we know that the capacity available to flows from this source is less than $R$ and is at most $\rho \times R$.

For higher-priority flows, the source can recompute routes after eliminating clusters that do not have enough spare capacity. Allowing higher priority flows multiple probes of the network increases the chance of finding a path that can accommodate the desired rate. For increasing the probability of acceptance we trade-off longer paths that utilize more network resources.

VI. MAC SCHEDULING

The set of wireless nodes that are allowed to transmit concurrently without interfering is determined by the operation of a MAC protocol, e.g., 802.11. If the network is to carry a large amount of bandwidth, nodes need to coordinate their transmissions across the network in an optimal manner. This might not be feasible nor desirable in an ad-hoc network because of the large size and temporality of state information involved. Instead, practical MAC protocols have nodes contend for transmission slots on a need basis in a distributed fashion.

In our work on scheduling we attempt answering the following:

1) How much throughput is lost by distributed MAC protocols as compared to the throughput achieved by optimal scheduling protocols?

2) Contention resolution of current MAC protocols, as 802.11, can treat nodes unfairly based on the interference pattern. Can we incorporate fairness?

3) In a large network, contention resolution might inadvertently affect performance. Can we mitigate contention using a multi-channel architecture?

A. Related Work

Throughput optimality of backoff algorithms for contention resolution, in the case where all nodes share the same channel, has been established in [35]: this says that in this case, no throughput is lost by distributed scheduling. In the case of non-trivial interference patterns no such result is available.

In [36] a (throughput) optimal scheduling policy is proposed that depends only on the size of transmission queues inside the network. The algorithm though, requires centralized computation of schedules. In [37] the authors study a class of optimal algorithms for the downlink scheduling problem. Although in the latter case there is no contention, the scheduling part of the problem is the same as the one in the ad-hoc case.

B. Distributed Scheduling

In this work we study the throughput achieved by a simple algorithm that serves as an idealized example of a distributed MAC. It is idealized because it ignores the contention problem, i.e., assumes that problem is solved, and focuses on the scheduling problem instead. This simplification is not done only because of model tractability reasons but because we are interested in the throughput loss pertaining to decentralization itself.

In particular, the schedule on each slot is determined as follows: first, the node with the longest transmission queue is included. All nodes interfering with that node are excluded, and the longest one is included from the remaining set of nodes, etc. We keep adding nodes until no further inclusion is possible. This iterative schedule construction cannot be done on-line of course, but it corresponds to the case where transmissions are prioritized according to the size of queues: a node gets higher priority if it has more packets in its queue than its neighbors. It is important to note that the priority of a node depends only on local information and hence can be implemented distributedly. (For example, MAC backoff timers could use small intervals when the queue size is high.)

This algorithm -iterated Longest Queue First (iLQF)- was proposed in [38] in the context of input-queued switches with virtual outputs as an approximation to the algorithms in [38], [36], but the question of its stability has been left open.

In [39] we have identified sufficient conditions on the conflict graph that imply throughput optimality. In fact, trees (and other graphs too) satisfy that condition. This suggests that this algorithm should perform well in sparsely connected networks; any throughput loss will be due to contention resolution, not scheduling.

On the other hand, we have simulation evidence that optimality does not hold for some graphs that do not satisfy the graph condition above. In Fig. 5 we depict the evolution of queue sizes for a network of 8 nodes forming a ring, i.e., each node interferes with exactly two of its neighbors. The packet arrival process for each node was independent and identically distributed across time and nodes, and at a rate of 0.498 packets per transmission epoch. Note that the capacity for this network is 0.5 packets per epoch if a periodic (hence not distributed) schedule is used.

This example of instability suggests that even under perfect contention resolution, some loss of throughput is possible because of the myopic nature of distributed MAC protocols not being able to coordinate efficiently over the whole network. Admittedly, these investigations are more interesting because they require the development of new analytical tools than for their practical impact since networks are never expected to operate that close to their maximum throughput. Nevertheless, we believe that gaining a deeper understanding of the stability of MAC protocols is worth the effort.
C. Fair Scheduling

Traditional ad-hoc MAC protocols (e.g. 802.11b) follow a backoff mechanism whereby nodes try to capture the channel after waiting for a random backoff delay. Upon a collision, nodes are required to increase the average random backoff delay and try again i.e. try less aggressively. When the ad-hoc network spans multiple interference domains, this scheduling, motivated by trying to keep the network stable, is biased towards outer nodes in the network and against nodes in the middle. This phenomenon has been observed in [28] and [17]. This is particularly bad since multi-hop routes tend to use the middle of the network more often than the outer routes.

We propose a novel backoff mechanism that attempts to improve the fairness in a distributed MAC algorithm running across multiple interference domains. This increased fairness is achieved by encouraging nodes to decrease their average backoff delay upon collision – thereby becoming more aggressive in capturing the next slot. In turn, nodes are required to increase their backoff upon successful transmission. The danger of becoming an unstable system because of frequent collisions is handled by resetting all the average backoff delays when one of them becomes too small.

We analyze a Markov model of the protocol to show that our backoff mechanism achieves fairness in simple topologies. We demonstrate the stability of the backoff scheme under certain conditions by constructing a suitable Lyapunov function of the Markov states. We also evaluate the throughput tradeoff that we pay in order to achieve fairness.

However, the analysis can not take into account collisions that happen due to propagation delays and imperfect knowledge of interference. We have therefore built a simulation model to simulate the performance of the backoff scheme in an arbitrary topology and to compare it against traditional 802.11-like exponential backoff mechanisms. Simulation results demonstrate that in a random network, this scheme is able to maintain a level of mean throughput comparable to exponential backoff – but achieves significantly better fairness.

We use the simulation model to study the effect of a realistic reset mechanism which propagates the reset information hop by hop. We are also evaluating the variations caused by the values of certain design parameters.

D. Multi-Channel MAC

Traditionally, nodes in an ad-hoc network use the same frequency band (or channel) even if multiple frequency bands are available. For example, 802.11b radios, being frequency agile, can use any 1 of the 3 non-overlapping bands (i.e., channels 1, 6, or 11). However, all the nodes within the same ad-hoc network must use the same channel. This requirement guarantees that nodes can always communicate with nearby neighbors. However, the unused bands are wasted.

One way to use more spectrum to design a multi-channel MAC that coordinates different pairs of senders and receivers to transfer data in parallel on different channels. Another way is to build wireless radios that are capable of modulating the entire available bandwidth. Below, we compare these two approaches. Fundamentally, however, multi-channel MAC protocols cannot increase network capacity by breaking down available spectrum into narrower non-overlapping frequency bands if we assume the transmit power spectral density (i.e. watt per Hz) is fixed.

Dividing up the available spectrum into bands has its practical advantages. First, nearby but disjoint networks can choose different channels so that interference management is greatly simplified. Moreover, it is challenging to engineer inexpensive radios that can modulate a very wide band. In a situation where a frequency-agile radio cannot modulate the entire available spectrum, it is beneficial to use a multi-channel MAC to allow parallel data transfers on different channels.

Some multi-channel MAC protocols assume nodes can simultaneously receive from more than one channel at the same time. These assumptions are suitable for certain hardware, but not for commercial 802.11 radios which can only transmit or receive on one channel at a time. For these radios, there are two traditional approaches to designing a multi-channel MAC. The first approach (used in [41] and [42]) is to make every node not engaged in transmission or reception hop synchronously through all the channels using a well-known sequence. A sender with outgoing data sends a Request-to-Send (RTS) packet to the receiver on this common hopping sequence. Upon receiving the packet, the receiver returns a Clear-to-Send packet (CTS) and the pair stays on the same channel to transfer data. When the transfer is complete, the pair return to the common hopping sequence to which all idle nodes are listening. The second approach (used in [40]) is to divide time into equal periods. At the beginning of each period, every node returns to a common control channel to negotiate the channels to be used for data transfer for the rest of the period.

The approach we are investigating differs from the approaches mentioned above in that contention happens on all channel simultaneously to avoid a bottleneck in resolving contention on a single channel. SSSCH [43] uses a similar approach. Currently, we assume that all the nodes are synchronized. This assumption should be relaxed in the future. In our algorithm, each node uses the same pseudo-random number generator function but different seeds to generate independent
channel hopping sequences. Each node broadcasts its seed and its current index into its sequence in every packet it sends. As a result, when neighbors overhear any packet from this node, they can immediately predict its future hopping sequence. Nodes broadcasts periodically so that their neighbors can eventually discover them.

In the simplest case, if a node i has a packet destined for j, it waits until the first slot in which they happen to hop to the same channel. With a probability that is inversely proportional to the estimated number of nodes on the same channel, the sender sends an RTS message to node j. If i decides not to transmit an RTS during this time slot, it attempts to transmit in the next time slot when they meet again. If two or more nodes transmit in the same slot on the same channel, their packets collide and the slot is wasted. If the receiver receives an RTS message correctly, it returns a CTS message. Both nodes remain on the same channel until they have finished transmitting all packets to each other. In practice, there should be a limit as to how long they can stay together. They then return to their original hopping sequence so that other nodes can find them.

A small, but important improvement to this basic algorithm is to allow sender nodes waiting to meet their receivers a chance to change their channel temporarily to transmit an RTS to their receivers immediately with non-zero probability. This strategy turns out to improve the channel access delay without adversely affecting the total network throughput. Preliminary simulation results suggest that this approach achieves stable queue-lengths even at very high load (80%) under uniform traffic patterns.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The design of ad-hoc network protocols is significantly more challenging than in the wired domain because of the interference between wireless links. This is especially true if one wishes to guarantee quality of service to flows in an ad-hoc network. A flow on one link can have its quality disrupted by an increase of flow on a neighboring link for example. One approach to the problem is to keep track of all the dependencies between links, using a capacity model like the clique-based model we have developed, and admit new flows only when the capacity model says that the new flow will not disrupt the previously admitted flows. However, capacity models are based on idealized assumptions about the network that are often not true in practice. Thus, such a network might admit flows that seem to be feasible according to the capacity model, but are not feasible in practice. A completely opposite approach is to do no modelling of capacity and no bookkeeping of previously admitted flows. While this approach is much simpler and perfectly acceptable for some applications, other applications like voice and video that require some minimal QoS from the network to function correctly are likely to be disrupted frequently if the network does nothing to protect them. For QoS applications we advocate an approach somewhere in between these two extremes. We also feel that measurements of metrics like the channel idle time are important to corroborate capacity predictions of the capacity model and to make corrections in situations where the capacity model is inaccurate.

Routing is another key area of ad-hoc network design that is significantly harder than in the wired domain. The failure of the Principle of Optimality means that it is impossible in many situations to compute the optimal routes with a Bellman-Ford-like distributed algorithm. Because of this fact, we advocate routing schemes like ASWP and 1QRouting that use heuristics derived from traditional wired routing algorithms in order to find good paths in a distributed fashion.

Routing, capacity estimation, and admission control all require knowledge about the state of the network. The amount of information that must be known is even greater in an ad-hoc network than in a wired network because of the interdependencies between links. One way of managing these interdependencies is to impose a hierarchy on the network by dividing the network into clusters. This works best when the network has regions densely populated with nodes separated by regions with a sparse number of nodes, so that clusters can be drawn in a way that limits the interaction between them. We study a novel clustering algorithm that works in a distributed manner and explore its use in the context of a cluster-based routing algorithm.

Scheduling and Media Access Control are other key design areas. In theory, the most efficient schedule would be based on all of the information in the network and would be computed jointly with the routing. However this is not practical. Instead, we look at MAC protocols that have nodes contend for the transmission medium in a distributed fashion. In particular we study a novel MAC mechanism that may improve fairness by having nodes become more aggressive after a collision, rather than becoming less aggressive as would happen in a traditional MAC like 802.11. We also study a Multi-Channel MAC protocol that improves efficiency by making better use of multiple channels. Finally we study a distributed scheduling algorithm called iLQF and show sufficient conditions for it to achieve full throughput.

VIII. OPEN ISSUES AND FUTURE WORKS

Though we have made progress on understanding how to provide QoS in ad-hoc networks, there is much more to be done. One fundamental issue is to define precisely what QoS means in ad-hoc networks. In wired networks, QoS usually means that the network guarantees something like a minimum bandwidth or maximum delay to a flow. In contrast, it is not possible to guarantee with certainty bandwidth or delay to flows in an ad-hoc network when nodes are mobile and links break and re-join in an unpredictable way. However, it is possible for the network to do the best it can to protect flows in foreseeable circumstances. Defining this notion more precisely might be worthwhile.

We also feel that more work is needed in developing algorithms to cope with mobility. Re-routing schemes that try to find new routes when links go down are a key part of coping with mobility. One re-routing mechanism we like is known as Ad-hoc QoS on-demand Routing [15]. However we feel that there is much more that can be done to better cope with mobility.
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